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Doing things digitally is our preference. Tick the box if you are not happy to receive
correspondence via email:
Tick the box if you would like to subscribe to the Aberdeenshire LDP eNewsletter:

x

Fair processing notice
Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statements:

X

By submitting a response to the consultation, I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the
information provided in this form, including my personal data, as part of the review of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. This will include consultation on the Main Issues Report
(including any subsequent Proposed Plan).
I also agree that following the end of the consultation, i.e. after 8 April 2019, my name and
respondent identification number (provided to you by Aberdeenshire Council on receipt of your
submission) can be published alongside a copy of my completed response on the Main Issues
Report website (contact details and information that is deemed commercially sensitive will not be
made available to the public).

The data controller for this information is Aberdeenshire Council. The data on the form will be used
to inform a public debate of the issues and choices presented in the Main Issues Report of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. It will inform the content of the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council will only keep your personal data for as long as is needed. Aberdeenshire
Council will retain your response and personal data for a retention period of 5 years from the date
upon which it was collected. After 5 years Aberdeenshire Council will review whether it is
necessary to continue to retain your information for a longer period. A redacted copy of your
submission will be retained for 5 years beyond the life of the Local Development Plan 2021,
possibly until 2037
Your Data, Your Rights
You have got legal rights about the way Aberdeenshire Council handles and uses your data, which
include the right to ask for a copy of it, and to ask us to stop doing something with your data.
If you are unhappy with the way that Aberdeenshire Council or the Joint Data Controllers have
processed your personal data then you do have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioner’s Officer, but you should raise the issue with the Data Protection Officers first. The
Data Protection Officers can be contacted by writing to:
▪

Mr Andrew Lawson, Data Protection Officer, Aberdeenshire Council, Business Services,
Town House, 34 Low Street, Banff, AB45 1AY

If you have difficulty understanding this document and require a translation, or you need help
reading this document (for example if you need it in a different format or in another language),
please phone us on 01467 536230.
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Your comments
BCC has reviewed the Settlement statements and bids contained in the Main Issues Report relating
to the area covered by the Community Council and submit the following representations for careful
consideration.
BELHELVIE
The settlement statement acknowledges the local aspiration for a community centre. The settlement
plan should identify and reserve a site for a community centre within the settlement boundary or
within the bid sites. REASONED JUSTIFICATION: To facilitate the realisation of the community
aspiration within the plan period. Concern is expressed that the increase in the bid capacity of the
sites FR131 and FR024 from 40 houses to 90 houses might not be realistic and that a lower
capacity would be more appropriate and consistent with the scale of the existing settlement
POTTERTON
The settlement statement provides a vision for Potterton which includes the objective of protecting
the amenity of the village.The scale of the proposed allocations to be included in the plan is
considered to be excessive and at odds with the vision for the settlement. The vision statement also
acknowledges an aspiration for a new community hall.
Bid FR141B and FR140 (excluding eastmost parcel of land) should be included as allocations in the
plan but at a lower combined capacity of 120 houses to reflect the vision for the settlement of
protecting its amenity.
BIDS 141a and 104 should be reviewed at the mid term review of the plan in light of the
performance of the allocated sites. These should not identified as reserved sites in the LDP to avoid
giving the sites any premature development plan status and to allow the community the opportunity
to reflect further on the longer term growth of the settlement. FRO37B should not be identified as a
reserved site in the plan to avoid giving the site any premature development plan status and to allow
the community the opportunity to reflect further on the longer term growth of the settlement.
WHITECAIRNS
Bid FR097 should be included in the plan as an allocation for no more than 20 houses as there is a
viable private drainage solution involving individual private treatment plants, partial soakaways and
the use of an existing free flowing culvert that can connect the treated wastewater overflow to the
Potterton Burn with a standard of effluent acceptable to SEPA being achievable. The bid site is
readily integrated into its landscape setting and the lower capacity is consistent with that found in
the area surrounding the bid site. Development will assist in supporting the existing public
transportation service on the B999 and will potentially be attractive to the smaller local house
builder.

Your comments (continued)
BALMEDIE
The vision statement for Balmedie advises that the 'individual character of the village is retained in
the face of increased demand' and that there is are 'problems with availability of a site for education
facilities.'
BCC recommends that the plan identifies and reserves a site for education facilities as these will be
required early on in the lifetime of the plan within the settlement or new allocations to ensure that the
requisite education facilities can be delivered with minimum delay when the need arises.
The capacity of Bid FR103 should be reduced to 6 houses given the size of the site and the
absence of a public sewer connection which will require larger plot sizes to accommodate individual
treatment plants and soakaways.
BID FRO89 should be deleted from the plan as a potential future opportunity site on the ground that
there is absolutely no existing or potential connectivity between the site and the existing settlement.
There is one small private and unadopted farm road that passes under the dual carriageway to
connect onto the Old Aberdeen Road. The overall width of the underpass is 4.54 metres between
the bridge abutments thus rendering any adoptable vehicular connection between FRO89 and the
village a technical impossibility. Access to the site would be from the Balmedie - Victoria Garage link
road well divorced from the existing settlement and even then topographical constraints could well
restrict where thee access points might be located. The suggested potential environmental and
social benefits from the development of this site have not been divulged in the MIR nor are they
apparent. The site fails to deliver any acceptable level of connectivity with the settlement because of
the absence of any direct linkage to the A90(T) and, as a result the A90 (T) effectively provides a
substantial visual and physical barrier to any prospect of integration.
BID FR116 should be deleted from the plan as a potential future opportunity site along with bids
FR079 and FR080. Bid FR116 is currently in the coastal zone where there is a presumption against
development. The bid site along with the two smaller employment land bids are accessible only from
the Old Aberdeen Road which runs through Balmedie. The scale of development proposed on
FR116 would represent the second largest single development site Aberdeenshire has
contemplated since the approval of the Chapelton of Elsick allocation in the previous LDP. Unlike
the Chapelton of Elsick site the development of FR116 would have substantial adverse impacts on
the existing settlement including the prospect of upwards of 20 years of construction traffic during
the build out period. BCC has already opposed the 550 house development at Menie unless the
developer provides in advance of commencement of the residential development a grade separated
junction as required to satisfy the provisions of the outline consent granted by Scottish Ministers in
2008 and as ratified more recently in the current LDP. The delivery of that junction is yet to be
clarified. The site provides absolutely no prospect of connectivity with the existing settlement as the
MIR plan confirms that there is a substantial corridor of land between the southern boundary of the
bid site and the northern settlement boundary of Balmedie. It would be impossible to integrate the
bid site with the existing settlement on that basis.
It is recommended that if the developer is minded to deliver a comprehensive traffic mitigation
scheme which will avoid any adverse impacts on the existing settlement of Balmedie then the site
could be reconsidered at the mid term review of the plan. It would, however, be premature, to
identify the site as a potential future development option to avoid giving the site any development
plan status in the absence of such critical supporting traffic impact mitigation information.

